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Easy balancing of the most important water 
parameters, nutrients and trace elements

Laboratory analyses for controlling water parameters

The control of aquarium chemistry by modern laboratory analysis has become more and more accepted during 
the recent years. This technology now provides reefkeepers with much better and deeper control of the most 
important water parameters, nutrients and trace elements.

The precise compensation of missing nutrients is now very simple:

With the FAUNA MARIN ELEMENTALS for the individual balance of different elements, micro- and trace elements.
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Reliability due to laboratory tested solutions 

ELEMENTALS solutions are produced and tested by our FAUNA MARIN ICP laboratory and 
are composed according to the latest scientific research. ELEMENTALS are not just simple 
element solutions. ELEMENTALS are usually much more concentrated and contain important 
secondary elements or organic transport compounds.

Our nutrient solutions N and P are a good example:

Here several types of nitrogen are used, which are then balanced with other elements and other 
nutrients. This leads to a direct utilization and thus to a much better consumption by corals. 
Undesirable enrichment and algae growth are significantly reduced or avoided completely.
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ELEMENTALS: ideally balanced and without artificial preservatives

Many elements and vitamins require carrier proteins, other compounds or organic molecular compounds 
for their optimum functional performance. We have consistently taken this fact into account in the new 
ELEMENTALS. In addition, we avoid artificial preservatives as far as possible. 

ELEMENTALS: system-independent use

If you operate your reef tank with our FAUNA MARIN systems, the further addition of liquid balancing 
supplements is usually not necessary. With the BALLING LIGHT SYSTEM (or the following systems) 
all trace and nutrients are already dosed in the correct ratio.

The deficiency arising with BALLING LIGHT is therefore normally always in balance, it can easily be compen-
sated by adjusting the TRACE B or COLOR ELEMENTS.

However, there are some circumstances of shifting values requiring to supplement some nutrients.

For this purpose we have developed the ELEMENTALS series in a way allowing it to be used in all systems.
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How do I dose the ELEMENTALS?

Professional ICP water tests give you the baseline, preferably our FAUNA MARIN ICP LABORATORY.

We support you with our evaluation of the analysis to ensure the correct supplementing 
with the ELEMENTALS.

However, you also can easily calculate the required quantity, as we specify the exact dosaing on the bottle or 
give you a dosage recommendation in the analysis evaluation.

ELEMENTALS: the details

Find out more about the elements’ function and importance in our data sheets we offer you for download at: 
https://www.faunamarin.de/support-downloads/

Fauna Marin ELEMENTALS - highly concentrated, directly usable, reduced building up of deposits, 
innovative element mixtures. Suitable for all systems!
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